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AVST has been enhancing campus communications for three

decades. We have extensive experience in making the most

of your current infrastructure while providing you with your
best options for the future.
Please join us at our educational campus resource center at:

www.avst.!o m/ed ucation
At our res0urce center, you'll see for yourself what hundreds
of colleges already know,

To learn more, visit.
vuwvlr, avst" co m/ed u cati
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Events Calendar

Annual Conference

April 29-May 2,2012

JWMarriott
lndianapolis, lndiana

Fall Seminar

October 14-17,2012

Hilton Americas
Houston, Texas

Winter Seminar

January 13-16,2013

Hyatt Regency
Tampa, Florida

Annual Conference

April 14-17,2013

Manchestrer Grand Hyatt
San Diego, California

ACUTA's core Purposo is to supporl higher education information communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the
strategic mission of
their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

'
'
.
'
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Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutions
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development and growth
Advocating the strategic value of information communications technologies
in higher
education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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At Tatk-A-Phone, we pride oursetves on being the industry
leader in engineering and manufacturing retiab[e, state-ofthe-art security communications devices.
0urV0lP-500 series phone is part of our [ongstanding tradition
of bringing you the most dependable products in the market.

0ur

knowtedgeabLe sales staff, system speciatists, and
customer support can hetp you transition from your current
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support teom
wos omozing to work with. These
oTe the things thot moke

customers Like us come bock to

componies Like

anatog security phone system to voice over lp, or to design
new VolP imptementation.
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so whether you're in security or rr, you'r.t have peace of mind
knowing you're getting both the best support and products.

ToLk-A-phone.

Agorn, thonks for your help."

Carolyn TraiI
Telecommunications Manager,
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handheld. Vot? aPP|icatio^s

to desktop videoconferencing, all
signs suggest that the broadband'
is the new frontier for
^Ztwork
d.igital co wvnuni cation' repl acing
legacg PSTN con ectivitg v^ore
rapidlg than ever.
Chuck Bradg
Apogee
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year' it's
Halfway through another academic
around
good ii-. to stop and take a look
u

is the technological landscape
affect
changing, and how do these changes

r.n Ho*

installthosJof us charged with designing'
sering, and maintaining communications
that
know
all
We
,riles for our camPuses?
usage
both our 802' 1 1n and mobile wireless
possess
continue to 8row. Students today
to
connecting
of
multiple devices capable

the universitY wireless backbone:

o

gamXbox 360, Playstation 3' and other

Kindle, Nook, or iPad/tablet devices
Wireless printers
TV, Blu-RaY disc and TiVo all
Smart

How is your IP address space handling
and
all of this? How is all that gaming
bandwidth?
Internet
your
video affecting

Realities

Pscentage of

.!i"'
45tt

PC

'itgii
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be

At least
bringing both laptops and tablets'
ir
initially, these tablet devices will be

additionfo and not instead o/traditional
the
laptops. Add these two devices to

,.r-ru.tpho.t., and many students
minimum of three Wi-Fi capable devices'
201 1, the FCC

published its

15'" annual Mobile Wireless Competition
benchReport. The report is intended to

mark and annually comPare competition
in the wireless industry' It is interesting
to
to see the market share data relative
between
that
shows
2
smartphones. Figure
2009 and August 2010 the per-

of smartphones in use moved 14'4
p.r...tt in favor of the Google Android

centage

Operating system. AII other OS types
showed declines'

OS

'

will

suggests that soon many more

in Use by Operating
Figure 2. Share of Smartphones
Svstem (U.S.)
Share ol SmarlPhones in Use
Aug 2010
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Forrester's research

December

with built-in Wi-Fi

Back-to-school

u..ir" *ith laptops'

In late June

ing devices

.
.
o

At
ure 1 shows the trending of this data'
students
our campuses, the majority of

will have a

comLaPtoP, notebook' and netbook

Puters
r Smartphones

o

Forrester Research recently predicted
that tablet PC sales will surpass netbook
Figand mini PC sales by as early as 2012'
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ket. According to ConsumerePorts'org'

at the
50 new tablet devices were unveiled
past Januthis
Show
Electronics
Consumer

2{r!5
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We might exPect this same trend
maroccur soon in the tablet computer
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ary. AII of these devices will be competing

in
for the dominance that Apple has had

the tablet space. Colleges and universities
should expect to see an onslaught
ofthese
devices looking to connect to
our networks.
New appiications are being developed

Figure 3. Appte App Store

April

1

2010

have an

insatiable apperite for these types
of appli_
cations.
Last summer it was widely reported
that Apple ipads were responsibie

I

I

for

Avaitabte Apps and App Downtoads

450000

and downloaded for the Apple
iphone and
iPad at a remarkable rate. From

through January 20i 1 alone, the number
of available iphone applications more
than
doubled. Figure 3 shows this exponential
growth. It's clear that mobile users

-

400000

*"s--Available Apps

350000

'
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I percent of the total Internet traffic. For
a

"t000

device that didn,t exist until last year,
that,s
pretty impressive statistic. Thblet
devices
in general are poised to explode in

n

o
U'

o

=

E

a

I

sales.

Many of the devices will work on both
3G/4G and Wi-Fi networks. The
industry
trend to imbed both types of network
radios is something we should watch
as we
do our long-term network planning.

In early October, Amazon entered the
fray with their Amazon Kindle Fire
tablet,
retailing for just $199. Rumors were
that
Amazon would be making a deal with
Hp
to buy their webOS archilecture. This

product is different because of Amazon,s
ability to host the srorage of video, e_books,
and music in their cloud. The low
cost of

the device has to do with how easily
it inte_
with the rest of the Amazon enter_
prise, allowing customers to shop
grates

Source: FCC

pillow, we installed one per bedroom
and
use of wireless.
At the^same time we upgraded the building

will strongly encourage the

feeds from the distribution router
to each
building from 2G to 20G, and increased
the

bandwidth to each floor from iG to
2G. All
edge ports are now 10/100/i000.
Over the coming months we will also

I 5,|,

Annual Mobile llirebss Competitian
Repafi, June 27i_

cellular nerwork. This approach should
provide our community the flexibility
to
use any device

they own on the network of

Joe

antenna system (DAS) to greatly enhance
cellular coverage and capacity throughout

Harrington is director of network services
at Boston College. Reach him at harrinjt@bc.edu.

a

more

easily.
So

.

what does this all mean?

Two summers ago, Boston College

installed 802.1 1n wireless throughout
six_
teen of our residence halls. We
maintained
older 10/100 switches in place for
one year
while we completed designs for switch

port replacement. This past summer,
in

eleven of those buildings, we are
replacing
network switches with 50 percent
fewer
wired Ethernet ports. Instead ofa port
per

ACUTA Journal

01

t

the residence halls and the rest of campus.
Our intent is to provide lots of bandwidth
to our community members on either
the
Boston College Ip backbone or the
carrier

their choice.

be installing a "neutral host,,distributed

20t
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the
I think this is the most exciting time in
the
history of voice communications since
advent of proprietary telecommunications
revosystems. The terrain is undergoing
watch the
roles
chrysalis emerge and as we play active
in its redefinition.

lutionary transformation

as we

The winter issue of the ACUTA Journal
and
reveals the various courses that college
university IT professionals are charting
with new business models' ACUTA presi-

of
dent Joe Harrington provides a glimpse

plans
the wireless demands and subsequent
recurring
The
College'
Boston
at
for growth
th.-., are the need for campus flexibility to support any device on the network

to our
at any time and the need to adapt
Brant'
Arthur
as
changing camPus cultures,

New Directions in
the New Year

Abilene Christian University' observes'
Curt Harler juxtaposes Arizona State
University's dramatic voice outsourcing
Arizona's
approactr with the University of
It
in-house management choice' is noted
that each model works well for each school'

In this era ofVoIR Chuck BradY' CEO
ofApogee, shares insights into the advantages of cellular convergence on the

partners'
campuses of Apogee's university

the
emphasizing the prerequisite of having

right network in Place'
Mick Doran from Code Blue CorPoration helps us navigate the legislative

for the
asPects and heightened expectations
successful management of an emergency
communications system on camPus'

Penn State recognizes that more than
exone voice communications option
future
university's
the
satisfr
will
ists that
and business requirements and

educational
of a multiis undergoing the development
ultimately
will
that
plan
year collaborative
self-manand
mobility'
ensure flexibility,
agement.

I
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Mark ReYnolds, UniversitY of New
in
Mexico, shares a bit of telecom history

in
which he continues to play a major role
Where
Now
We
Are
"Where
'
"
his article
Are We Going?" And since change' indeed'
thing
keeps happening, it is a very good
that we all accePt the challengel
Mark also reflects on the university's
that
experience with VoIP and points out
viHis
us'
with
the user base is changing
that
services
bundled
sion of the future is
user
require more user intervention' More
customer
intervention requires ubiquitous
service support. Ubiquitous customer
greater
service support requires an even

depth of understanding of requirements
provision
u.rd th. anticipation of needs to
new
the self-service environment for the
and evolving services'
Dave

Wirth

helPs us PrePare for the

future as an information communications
technology (ICT) professional by describpositions
ing the skills required for the ICT
most in demand today' Flexibility and
Daradaptability are key' Does that sound
with
agree
heartily
I
and
winian? Perhaps,
Dave that we must continue to embrace
change.

Also interspersed among the pages of
brief
the winter ACUTA ]ournal are some
"Back
called
we've
in-the-trenches reports
The

to the Future" from leanne Iansenius'
University of the South; Riny Ledgerwood'
McDonSan Diego State University; Iana
Union
ald, Texas A&M; Diane McNamara'
at
College; Kathleen Murphy' University
Buffalo; Carmine Piscopo, Providence
College; and Mark Reynolds' University
of New Mexico. They affirm that mobility is our future as voice communications
into other technology facets' placing
bieeds
The
greater demands on all our networks'
and
endless
seemingly
are
ramifications
as
even more opPortunities for us'
create

the theme

of our 2}l2Annual

resonates: Faster..

.

Conference

Better... Nowl

From a professional standpoint
I admit
that I felt less than challenged
in the voice
world approximately l0 years ago.
It was
only when I was provided the opportunity
to learn what I call .,the other side
of the
mountain,', or the networking, program_
ming, and standardization faceis
oilCf,
that I was, once again, exhilarated
by learn_
ing and was rewarded each day
by my work
environment. I delved into the practices

of the client relationship manager,
the
business analyst, lhe project
manager, and
the change manager and observed
much
more closely the application developer,
the
systems administrator, and
the database ap-

plications manager. We taught
each other,
and our respect grew immeasurably.
Dave Wirth enumerates a number
of different ways in which we may
take
advantage of continued learning
,hu, u..
easily within our reach, and the
list includes

associations such as ACUTA. I
would add
that no matter what we do, how
we get
there, whom we contract, and
when we
arrive are all contingent upon ..where,,
we
are now, and that no matter..where,,
you
are, the ACUTA Winter Seminar
planned

for Janttary 22-25,2)l2,with its
two tracks,
Everything Ip and 2lst Century

Skills for
IT, will help you..get there,,from
here.
The new year heralds great promise
for
voice communications as it transforms
the

enterprise with communications_enabled
business processes, says paul
Korzeniowski
on-page 34. New applications,
he suggests,

offer.the ability to integrate voice
inio

spe_

cifi c business functions.

The insights shared in this issue
of the
ACUTA Journal underline the increasing
need for professional development
and
continued networking to stay abreast

of

whlt

ou1 colleagues are projecting. I hope
you've also placed the ACUTA

4lst Annual

Conference, Ap ril29-May 2,2)l2,on your
calendar to enhance your IT knowledge.
We

specialize in creating a friendly
environment
that makes it easier for you to excel!

Contact Corinne Hoch at choch@acuta.org.
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The Future of the University Telephone
System

Arthur Brant
Abilene Christian

Changes, Changes

In 2001, Abilene Christian University
U

niversitY

(ACU) purchased and installed a new
phone
telephone system. The previous

installed in 1985' and prior to
lines
this system, the university had centrex
company'
telephone
local
provided by the

,yr*- *u,

10 to
From a technology perspective'
just
don t
systems
and
years is an eternity,
Although
long'
that
for
run continuously

15

periodic upgrades and maybe several
along
featur" enhancements have come
part our
most
the
for
every couple of years,

as it did
telephone system has functioned
up the
picks
user
a
upon installation' When
hears
still
she
or
phone's handset, he

desk

on
dial tone. To call anotlrer extension
camPus, the user dials
a call

four digits' To make

to an off-campus destination'

a user

by the sevendials the number 9, followed

plus ten
digit number for a local call or one

toll-free or long-distance numis routed
U.".. lf u caller dials 91 1' the call
point'
answering
safety
public
to the local
a
waiting'
voicemail
a
has
Finally, if a user
(or
he or
phone
the
on
light is illuminated
h.urr "rtrtter dial-tone" if the phone
digits for

a

.i.

doesn't have

a message-waiting light)'

Potentially the most significant change
the univerobserved with the operation of
frequency
the
simply
is
sity's phone system

with

used' Since 2007'
a 30 Percent droP in the

which the system is

ACU has seen
per
number of calls the system handles
a
seen
has
month. The voicemail system
messages
of
41 percent drop in the number
percent drop
deiosited per month and a 15
inihe number of active voicemail boxes'

1

0

wnter zot

I
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as a
The enterprise telephony industry
in
whole has seen some significant changes
part'
most
the last five to ten years' For the
dominant
the
(IP)
now
is
Protocol
Internet

commucommunication method for voice
multitime-division
nications, replacing
1990s
the
in
systems
that
(TDM)
plexing
communications
Unified
based on.

-"re

from message notification
via e-mail into functions such as Presence

has morphed

and
indication, communicating via chat'

multiple messaging vectors' Connectivity
network
to the public switched telephone
initiasession
over
(PSTN) is now available
Internet
via
tion protocol (SIP) trunks
.orrr,.ctio.rr,

as opposed

to ground-start

circuits, ISDN, or PRI trunks'

of
More than these, the infiltration
consumer
products initially targeting the
market has laid waste to the enterprrse
telephony market segment' Cellular
solupho.r"., consumer Internet telephony
iions like Skype, and even Google Voice
that enterhave challenged the solutions
prises offer

th.i, ,""" in terms of flexibil-

by the
i,y, .nu.rug.-ent, and installation
users themselves.

It should also be noted that the culture

in recent
of the university has also changed
a conveyears. Mobility has moved from
differentiating
a
into
nience or nuisance
factor-especially for those institutions

mindthat have adopted a mobile learning
multimodset. CouPle this with leveraging
including
al means of delivering messages'
like
outlets
social networks and new media

YouTube, Iive streaming, and podcasts.
At
ACU, we've also seen an increase
in the
number of faculty and staff n_rembers
who

telework, rarely-if ever_actually
setting
foot on campus. Finally, we,ve
seen a

significant push by the administratior.r
to
evaluate data and allow figures,
patterns,
and trends to help drive decisions.
What's Next?

So what does university telephony
look like

in the next couple ofyears? First
and fore_

most, I believe universities will
not provide
the.same level of funding to simply
replace
a telephone system that offers
the same
relative functionality. Future

telephony

vices

will either

have to be seen as cost_

ser_

saving agents for the university
or as a
capitai avoidance. If this can,t be
met, then
future telephony solutions will
have to
tie to the business drivers or offer
feature
enhancements that are a delta
change from
current operations.

demic department that wants to
leverage
the faculty members,cell phones
witl h-ave
a system that integrates with
cell phones.
Some departments

will

have

multi-line, multi-function

will

traditional

sets

while others

have soft-phones that reside on

their

One delta change is that future
tele_
phone solutions for the university
will be
made up of many smaller tailored
systems
that are woven together by a common

be the driver

dial plan and shared connectivily
to rhe
PSTN. In this way, the large thousands_of_

port these various telephone solutions.

lines telephone system will be
replaced by
smaller systems that meet specific

d.pr.t_

mental objectives. The department
that
needs call-features will have a
system that
is designed ro rheir specificar
ion. The aca_

MCommonVsices.

computers, and still others wilj have just
their cell phones. This complexity
oldis_

parity associated with multiple systems
will
for universities to maintain

teiecommunication departments
that sup_

Arthur Branr js director. enterprjse
infrastructure, at
Abilene Christian University. Feach
him at branta@
acu.edu.
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Two APProaches to Communications
in the Desert

the heartVoice communications remains
networks
data
While
beat of any campus'
data traffic
are increasingly important and

Curt Harler

commurepresents the bulk of on-network
setting
default
the
nii^cations, voice remains

for issues ranging from simple communication to E-9 I 1 services'
When faced with the need to uPgrade
the two
voice communications on camPus'
different
took
major colleges in Arizona
the
equally valid-approaches to

-but
challenge.

project
At Arizona State University' the
to the
core
was
started with defining what
the
of
educational and research efforts
students and 10,000 faculty and
70,000

staff. The rest was considered

"context"-

mission
functions that supported the core
purpose of
but were not Part of the direct
So, ASU outsourced its voice'
the school.

dif-

The University of Arizona took
and
ferent approach for its 38'500 students
staff
extension
+,SOO faculty and staff' With
the mankept
A
of
U
the
county,
in every
oversees
and
in-house
agement function
a

urp".t of its $85 million to $89 mil-

"i".ylT budget.
lion

ASU Chooses to Outsource

David
"We saved $1.4 million per yeari'says
communetwork
of
McKee, senior director
ASU'
nications managed services at
greenfields
ASU was fortunate to have a
do a
could
it
project on the boards where
model'
p.oof of .on.ept of the outsourced

1

2
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connec-

This new camPus required 2'500
Avaya'
tions with converged voice and data'
project'
the
on
Cox' and Centurylink bid
(formerly
and ASU chose Centurylink
Qwest).
were
Next, a block of dorms in TemPe

to go with Ethernet wireless throughwith a lot
out. "Centurylink pulled that off
"We
both
from ASU," McKee says'

slated

of help

learned a lot."
and by
Four more buildings were added'
the
at
to "go big"
July 2008, ASU was ready
ASU
loiytechnic Campus' "There was still

in the collaborationi'McKee says'
However, it was obvious that Centurylink

assistance

around
was getting the hang of operations
the ASU camPus.

After those couple of test outsourcing
for RFPs
ventures' in |uly 2008, ASU went
many
Although
for the entire network'
end only
the
in
interest'
companies voiced
proposal'
a
Ceniurylink submitted
An internal team built a "competing"
cost'
proposal evaluating technology and
proposal
it torrr"a out that Centurylink's
than
actually offered a lower-cost solution
So' in
the in-house team had developed'
Centurylink'
with
July 2009, ASU signed

"Things did go fairly smoothly" McKee
issues and the
says. Ther-e were some billing
the conover
usual minor disagreements
(locating
tract. One issue was "blue staking'
out'
turns
it
utility lines)-something that'
was not in the contract'

The changes in the ASU IT offrces are

dramatic. Before the outsourcing, they had
28 employees, seven student workers, and
a couple

of contract employees. About

1

6

percent of the network was converged voice
and data.

Immediately after the contract was let to
Centurylink, 12 employees transferred to
the Centurylink payroll.
A year later, the annual spending

of

multiple millions byASU was replaced by
a single bill. In addition to the convenience
factor, Cenrurylink added $l.2 million
ofvalue-added service to the school. The
contract is good for five years and will be

McKee likes the significant..bench
strength" that Centurylink offers. While
the telco has workers assigned to ASU,
should something happen-say a vacation
or maternity leave-they have the people to
step into the gap. Centurylink also brings
great and diverse engineering knowledge to
the table.

It was not all a bed of roses. McKee
found that more frequent reports on
provider performance are critical to suc_
cessful management. They do get quarterly
reports. "More frequent reports would be
better," he says.

reevaluated.

McKee's job is completely different to_
day than it was when the school did all the

Therein lies a challenge.,,you have to
have clear measurements to be sure perfor_
mance is there," McKee says..,We trust but

work in-house. "I'm not so much managing
people as I am interfacing with a vendor,,,
he says.

we want to veri$,."
To that end, ASU is part of a peer insti_

tution benchmarking study that compares
such basic metrics as availability network
speeds, wireless pervasiveness, redundancS
and convergence.
McKee indicates he is pleased with the
outsourced relationship. However, there
were challenges. "The big thing was institu_

tional bureaucracy-on both sides,,,he savs.
"It takes time to get through the mess.,,
One of the things rhat most pleases him
is the single bill that comes from Centu_

rylink

every month. Like many other col_
leges, they used to get boxes and boxes
of
biiis. Now, there is just one big, converged

bill to analyze.
For a while, there was a perception at
the faculty department level that IT was
nickel-and-diming them to death. This was
mainly due to the growth of the network.
Now, departments pay by FTE (full_time
equivalent). There is also a cleaner audit
process,

both up and down the chain of

service, McKee says.

MACs (moves, adds, and changes) are
simply a matter of submitting a change
order to the vendor and verif.ing that the
work was done.
U of A Buitds a plan

"Our priorities are the communications in_
frastructure, the computing infrastructure
(consoiidating servers and bolstering the
environment), increasing administrative
effectiveness, helping student learning, and
information security," says Michele Norin,
chief information officer at the Universitv
ofArizona, Tucson. She controls central IT
resources as well as all the ancillary services.
"We are looking for efficiencies with as
little redundancy as possible,,,she says.
To that end, several years ago U ofA
developed its Network Master plan with the
help of WTC Consultants (wwwwtc_inc.

net) in Los Angeles, California. It took a 10_
year look at all aspects of U of As network.
,,Wireless

We
assumed video wourd u.
,.,r
--- communications,,, Norin ",a"rJ".Jfor;r;,
was to be the standard.

They hit it well on both accounts: mo_
bility seems to grow by the hour. Video, if
not prolific, is more popular.
"We didn't want to be catching up. We
wanted to shoot for'six nines,availabil_
ity-if there is such a thing,,, Norin says.

Like many other colleges, U of A had

a

lot ofinstalled Category 3 cable. The grail
was to converge all services on the network.

However, there were plenty of wildcat
systems owned by various departments and

interest groups. Norin planned to make
them an offer they couldn't refuse: as their
technology became dated, IT would buy
them out and install state-of-the-art tech_

nology-but U of As IT department would
own it.
One of the first messes she had to clean
up was to standardize IT's own telecom
rooms. Admittedly, they were a mess_
some were not even rooms or closets.

)
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The goal was to bring the core to 10 gigs
and later to 40 gigs. They wanted IP-TV
ACDs, campuswide wireless, VoIR videoconferencing-all with access to local,
statewide, and even regional and national

networks.

U of As total caPital budget was
research
$1 18,292,000, including a separate
network that ran $5 million.
"We shaped our business to this plan'
We took a plan with goals, costs, and targets
and shaped our daily work to that plan'
Planning works," Norin declares' While
there has been some compromise over
the years and some things that had to be

dropped, the goal remained to stay aligned

with the Master Plan.
U

Today, wireless covers 80 percent of the
of A campus. It was not cheap and, in the

early days, was a source of student dissatisfaction. In fact, some student government
candidates ran on platforms promising
to work for better wireless. Norin told the
students that U of A could provide better
wireless if the students would agree to a
student IT fee. Students agreed' IT delivered.

mail, video, and other network services'
Realizing that people come and go' IT takes
departmental snapshots several times a year
to ensure that each department is paying its

The Analysis

share.

leges.

A peer committee was formed that sold
the idea to the various business units and
departments at U of A. That group is still
active as an advisory panel and an internal sounding board-a program Norin is
happy to have imPlemented'

The FTE fee has remained steady for a
while, and she hopes it stays constant for
the next few years due to overall budget
constraints.
The network changes, too' Among the
new trends being faced are the move to
(multi802.11, video surveillance, MPLS

protocol label switching) for managing
firewalls, and other unanticipated things
that PoP uP every so often'
There still are wildcats to tame' For
one thing, Norin says she wants to get the
college out of the device business' Some
departments have the Cadillac of multiline
phones. Others plug $10 Walmart phones
into the university-provided jacks'
That's not so bad when You consider

Both solutions have provided sunny results
for the IT departments and for the student
and staff clients at these two Arizona col-

"Our relationship with our vendor
is working well," McKee says'
to monitor, benchmark' and
continues
ASU
of the contract' To date' he
terms
the
veri$,

Centurylink

is pleased.

"What we don't know for sure is whethit
er everything is going as well as we think
for
date
The
smile'
rueful
a
with
isi'he says
the maior verification is not too far out' At
that point, with the help of the institutional
benchmarking ASU is doing, he should be
able to pinpoint the success of the relationship.
Today, however, he is bullish

that every-

thing is working out just as expected with
the outsourced solution.
At U of A, Norin is just

as pleased

with

their in-house solution. "We wanted to be a
bit ahead of the curve," she saYs'
that any plan is a work
in progress. "There is no way we are going
to get through 10 years without tweaking
something," Norin says. "And we have made
She recognizes

VoIP is Present in 22 buildings on campus. "As we upgrade or build new, we go
to VoIPi'Norin says' Today, they are about
one-third of the way to universal VoIP'

that Norin faces 213 e-mail systems on
camPus and a hodgepodge of tool sets'

changes." Items were added' Others were
pulled. They have about $73 million of the

"Our goal is to have one e-mail and calendaring system used by all 13,000 clients"'

$300

The network core has gone from 1 gigabit (Gb) to l0 Gb throughout. There even
is some Gb service to the desktop in certain

Norin

locations.
As McKee found, charging for services
U of A. U of A uses a

was a challenge at

similar FTE-based fee model' They started
charging a set fee per full-time worker
about three years ago. That number was
based on the whole array of phone, voice-

1
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says.

New building cabling and switch costs
are included in the construction cost' When
a department moves into new building
space, they have Gb access and all of their
jacks are lit. "You plug in your VoIP phone
and it will work," Norin says' They use Cisco Emergency Responder

to get emergency

personnel to the scene of any

Technology in Higher Education
ACUTA Journal of lnformaiion Communications

911

calls'

million planned for the network yet
to complete. And, Norin says, the Board
of Regents is quite interested in where that
number is-on a frequent basis' Since the
just
plan was implemented inZOOT,they are
frame'
time
the
through
shy of halfway
Curt Harler is a contributing editor of the Journaland
at curt@
a freelance writer based in Ohio' Reach him
curtharler.com.
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Dual-Mode Smartphones Are Shaping the
Future of VolP
Chuck Brady, CEO
Apogee

Today's college students are increasingly
learning from settings that don't meet the

projects that by 2013 there will be well
over 400 million smartphones in active

traditional definition of

use, capable of utilizing both cellular and
broadband wireless networks. This rapid
adoption will enable more people to use
VoIP over wireless technology, leading
researchers to forecast that more than 50
percent of users will use VoIP services to

a classroom. The
new educational reality takes the lecture
hall and makes it available as a real-time
video stream or an on-demand download,

while the ubiquitous availability of conferencing applications-many with video and
voice capabilities-has enabled students to
collaborate across the data network as easily
as meeting for a study group. As innovation
in classroom technology rapidly moves student learning onto the Web, lecture streaming and other academic advancements are
joining the already media-rich landscapes
of entertainment and social media rying
for valuable bandwidth on the campus
network. Now a new take on the traditional
application of voice over IP promises to
bring the services of yet another industry
onto the residential network as advances in
mobile VoIP technology a1low many users
to bypass cellular carriers and use their existing phones and phone numbers to make
and receive calls over the wireless network.

send and receive telephone calls instead

of relying on their mobile wireless carrier
(projected to soon account for less than 30
percent of voice communication).

Mobile usage of the network has grown

rapidly on university campuses since the
introduction of the Apple iPhone and
Android phones. Students are sophisticated
users of multiple platforms, interfaces, and
devices, and at any one time, they can use

The Proliferation of Smartphones

a complex combination of online VoIP
providers, traditional cellular plans, online
chat, text messaging, mobile VoIP applications, and voice-enab'led apps to communicate. We expect this trend to continue and
are planning accordingly to support the
additional demands on our campus and
residential networks.

Telecom pundits have long forecasted this

The Advantages of Cellular Convergence

democrat

izalior of communication ser-

vices, but it's interesting to note how we ar-

rived there. The catalyst is actually clutched
in the palm of almost every student's
hand-the now-ubiquitous dual-mode
smartphone. Dual-mode devices enable
students to automatically roam between
cellular data networks and campus Wi-Fi
networks.
This ability to switch from cellular data
to Wi-Fi has become standard fare on most
smartphones today. Research firm In-Stat

For IT decision makers already challenged

to keep up with skyrocketing bandwidth
and mobility demands, the latest trend
a seemingly endless series of "gamechangers" may not seem like a welcome
development. With a strong network in

in

place, however, the convergence

of cellular

and VoIP can bring welcome amenities
to students frustrated by poor service or

restrictive minute allotments. Many college residence halls receive weak cellular
reception, creating enormous day-to-day

)
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frustrations for students, almost all of
whom use a cell phone as their only means
of communication.
The ability to switch from cellular
to network communication eliminates
the problem of poor in-building cellular
coverage, thereby signifi cantly improving
resident satisfaction. VoIP communication
also bypasses minute limitations imposed
by cellular companies, effectively providing unlimited voice calling. Residents can
now receive a consistent user experience
for their voice and data services as they
transition between networks. In addition,
students will be able to avoid the significant expense of skyrocketing cellular and
international call charges by routing their
calls through the lowest-cost devices/applications.
Rapid Adoption Rates for Mobile VolP

Mobile VoIP's popularity among students
indicates alarger trend embraced by enterprise markets. From handheld VoIP applications to desktop videoconferencing, all
signs suggest that the broadband nefivork
is the new frontier for digital communication, replacing legacy PSTN connectivity
more rapidly than ever. Infonetics Research
predicts that mobile VoIP subscribers will
grow from 47 million in 2010 to almost
410 million by 2ll1.Indeed, there's been

corresponding boom in the spectrum of
mobile VoIP players, including startups,
online VoIP providers, and the mobile carriers themselves. Thanks to the convergence
of Web 2.0 architecture and ever-increasing
bandwidth, new VoIP and IM providers
are now jostling for dominance with legacy
carriers. Unlike traditional telecom operators, these new knights of conversation
come armed with an arsenal that includes
global capabilities, "always-on" accessibility,
and business models unimaginable just a
a

few years ago.

Another key driver of mobile VoIP

proliferation within the student population
has been the blending of mobile and

add-on or embedded services in popular
applications such as Facebook and games, as
well as in newer mobile video and locationbased services, such as ChatSquare

6
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(for four-

square). With the release of iOS 5, Apple's
new operating system for the iPhone, users
are

further able to blpass the traditional

text-messaging components of their cellular
plan and send unlimited "iMessages" across
the data network.

And the potential for application
development doesn't end there. As the commoditization of VoIP services (such as basic
Slqpe) continues, providers will explore
additional revenue strearns from enhanced
abilities such as HD voice, video, voice
recording, and voice/video conferencing.
Potential Risks for VolP over Wireless Networks

Maximizing the Wireless Network through
Fixed Mobile Convergence

IT administrator to do?
Banning the use of these applications is not
a viable long-term solution. Whether your
resnet provides wireless voice capabilities
or not, students will seek these services out
on their own. The goal is to make it easy for
students to connect with the right person
at the right time, and then use the best
form of communication to collect information and collaborate in real time. This
requires a stable, robust, and scalable resnet
infrastructure that meets the demands
of high-bandwidth applications and rich
So what's today's

media-hungry devices.
IT administrators should consider voice
over WLAN (VoWLAN) an increasingly
popular FMC (fixed mobile convergence)
solution, as a competitive differentiator

IP-enabled voice applications are now
pervasive throughout campuses and bring
the promise of greater interactivity and

and enhancement to core resnet services.
Research firm Frost & Sullivan defines an
FMC solution as "any feature, service or

collaboration at faster speeds than ever
before. However, there is a price to pay for
"anytime-anywhere" connectivity. Dangers

product that allows a mobile device to connect with the corporate PBX or WLAN to
extend telephony features and applications

include no call logging or integration with
resnet security and compliance capabilities.
Like all VoIP services, these applications can
also expose the resnet to security breaches
such as brute-force attacks on passwords
using botnets and cloud-based services;
viruses; call or data snooping; spoofing
student identities and using illegal accounts;
"vishing"(the VoIP version of phishing);
and denial of service attacks. There is also
generally little coordination or integration
with emergency services. When students dial
E-91I services, they must be able to identi$,
their locations because it is difficult to keep
track of and pinpoint exact user locations.

and deliver cost related benefits through
the integration of wired and wireless net-

To address these concerns, there

1

Wi-Fi

experiences: Voice, text, and chat are novr'

need for formal education at the institution
to ensure the safety of the network and its
compliance with emergency requirements.
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will be a

works."

In addition to maximizing existing resnet investments such as WLAN
infrastructure, VoWLAN enables resnet
administrators to better manage, monitor,
and integrate VoIP usage with existing data
stores or back-end applications.
At select schools, IT administrators
have worked to strengthen weak cellular
coverage by deploying distributed antenna
systems (DASs) to extend cellular signals
across campus. While these DAS installations may well meet that goal in certain

campus environnents) even a perfect DAS

deployment is significantly more costl,v, not
to mention frequentlv carrier specific, than
the route of FX4C. Even then, rarhile cor.er_
age mav no longer be an issue, the limita_
tions of bandr,r,idth capacitv often remain.
Too many mobile devices using banclwidth
on a cellular data netrvork rvill stili overload

capacit,v, regardless of hor.r, manv
r,va,vs it is distributed.

diflerent

An investment in a robust mobile Ip
netr,r,ork

rvill accomplish the same goal ancl

also create an exponentitrl return on that
investment dor,vn the road. Being able to
rely on high-capacit,v, high-density rvire_
less coverage

throughout the resiclential

cornmunity adds value ircross the entirc
spectrlulr of academic use, entertainment,
resident retention, and student satisfaction_

Having a reliable Wi-Fi net.r.r,ork is no lon_
ger a luxurv but a necessity in stuclent resi_
dences. Integrating FMC

into the existing
wirele:s nct\\ork r.esolves cu\erJge i5\uc\.
bvpasses minute and data caps on student
cellular plans, and introduces an attracti\.e,
ieading-edge amenity to the residence hall.
To gain further perspectir.e on the best
complement to the cellular dtrta netrvork,
r,r,e need only look as far as the cellular

carriers themselves. According to DSLReports.com, several major carriers har.e
begun investing heavily in ',massive fiee

\\ri-Fi zones" in Ner.v york Citr. and other
high-traffic areas like hotels, stadiums, and
public parks, "in order to help take sonre of
the Idata burdenj offoftheir historicallystrained 3G netr,vork."r An article ir-r the
ful,v issue

of

Forbes

this practice by cellular carriers. ,,The idea
of automatically connecting smartphones
to \{ti-Fi, rvhen available, appears to be
gaining support," wrote staff writer Eliza_
beth Woykc. "T'he appeal, to relcos and
other companies that offer cellular service,
is the ability to mo\€ costly traffic off their
netr,r,orks rvhile still providing good con_
nectivity to custorners." She continues,,,lt,s
an issue of gror.ving importance as n-robile
devices cherv up an increasing amount of
bandwidth."l

Building a Successfut VoWLAN Strategy
Nationr,r,ide, an increasir-tg number of
higher educational institutions have suc_
cessfully set up, or are considering setting
up, VoWLAN systerns for their residential

further acknorvledged
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networks and academic buildings. Before deployment, administrators should
conduct a site survey and determine if their
current resnet/WlANs are able to provide
and sustain voice traffic while taking into

ers, and regular coverage testing shouid be

conducted even after installation'
As with most major technologies, VoIP
arrived with much celebration and then
receded to the background, a technol-

account facility constructions and potential
obstacles to signal coverage' The next steP
is to determine the requirements for per-

ogy still seeking its niche. Now, with the
ubiquity of dual-mode smartphones on

formance, security, implementation, testing

have

and compliance. ROI evaluation is also a
must, and both capital and operational
costs (including installation, training, and

ongoing maintenance) must be balanced
against the possible benefits. The project
phases and milestones should be clearly
laid out and agreed to by all stakehold-

campuses nationwide, voice-over-IP may

finally found its place through a technology so subtle most people won't even

mobile IP infrastructure is ready for this
quietly advancing technology. As lectures'
television, movies, and videoconferencing
all move onto the wireless network, fixed
mobile convergence is only the iatest trend
on the horizon to demonstrate the absolute
necessity of deploying tomorrow's robust
wireiess network todaY.
Karl Bode, "Carriers Of{loading More Mobile Traffic
to Wi-Fi." DSLReports.com' July 6, 2011, http//www'
loading-more-traf dslreports.com/shownews/carriers-off
1

realize they're using it. Ifhistory is any
indication, we're likely to see VoIP slowly
and silently gobbling up its predecessors
until we look up one day and realize that

ficlo-wili-1 15021

it's suddenly become a dominant form of
digital communication. The key for college administrators is to ensure that their

Charles Brady is president and CEO of Apogee

.

"U S. Service Providers Preparing
'zElizabeth Woyke,
Wi-Fi Offload iollouts." Forbes, http://www forbes com/
sites/elizabethwoyke/201 1 /07/05/u-s-service-providerspreparing-wi-f i-off load-rollouts/.

Reach him at cbradY@aPogee us.
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Back to the Future
Riny Ledgerwood
San Diego State Univ.

?,r-::ra'

Voice communications used to be simpler. It was self-contained, separated from
other services on campus' We only needed

to learn voice stuff and dealt with voice
vendors only.
Convergence changed everything. Voice
services are now riding over the IP network,
which means for every application we

implement (including voice processing,
voicemail, speech recognition, call center,
ACD, and billing/work order system, etc')
we need to work with other departments
within our organization as a team. This

18

normally involves working with network
services, comPuter operations, and the
security office at a minimum, and a diverse
vendor communitY as needed.
Project management has become more
complicated. Voice and network personnel
need to cross-train, and other skills such as
security, systems administration, and database management need to be incorporated
as

part of the staff skill set.

Our hot toPics exPanded from TDM
upgrades and protecting long-distance
revenues to VoIR mobility, wireless, cloud
computing, virtualization, social media,
reverse 911, security,

bandwidth' power,

unified communications, and more'
Technology has changed our culture'
Convenience now seems more imPortant than quality ofservice. Cell phones
replaced landlines, and wireless replaced

winterzo1] ACUTAJournaollnformalioncommunicationsTechnologyinHtgherEducaton

wired networks in the dorms. As our
end users exPect instant access any,1 ime
an1'where, we are changing the way we do
business. Budgets continue to be tight, so

we're still expected to do more with less'
Our processes are more automated and our

communications online. The old chargeback model needs to be reviewed and
updated as IT services are now considered

a

commodity.
Adapting to change is the name of the
game. A couple of years ago San Diego
State reorganized its IT organization to fit
this new model. We recently outsourced
our e-mail to Google. Next we'll be migrating our calendar and other applications to
Google as well. As we are making changes
with our services and how we do business,
my position is also changing. I must be
flexible and willing to learn new things if I
want to continue to be relevant in my job'

The Future of the Managed
Emergency
Communications System
Mick Doran

Security/IT and telecom
professionals

Code Blue Corporation

of

::J"Lrui:::ffi-I11::;f;ffi,,".
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tics, Event Management (Public Safety
Answering Point), Blue Alert@ Mass Notification Systems, and our IP Audio Interface'

UL proposed standards, and other industry-driving legislation and opinions'

providing a clear, easily implemented
solution. Our MECS natively ties all of the
unique legacy systems together, greatly extending the life of the initial investment in
legacy systems, reducing maintenance cost'
and providing a Pathway to the future'
Code Blue systems operate over existing
wiring infrastructure as well as wireless'

which provides lower-cost, flexible options
for communication pathway redundancy
and migration, esPecially from analog to IP'
Integrating existing legacy systems, which
may include fire panels, 25170-volt paging
systems, stadium/auditorium public address systems, and PBX integration systems
that allow you to leverage desk phones as
both control and notification end points'
can greatly reduce the implementation cost
and complexity while providing a robust'
highly available, centralized system that
supports long-term migration plans'

Developing a MECS that centralizes the
control of all of these systems should be the
goal of any organization' With ToolVox@
connected to your existing PBX platform'
Your PBX, anY connected
desk phone, cell phone, and smartphone

or acting

as

becomes a potential control point' This
also provides instantaneous access to send
out mass notifications and initiate system
commands. A single system that ties into
legacy analog and new IP systems is all part

. Systems design questions
and
Does the system provide a seamless

1.

highly functional integration with existing
legacy sYstems?

able, redundaht system?
Is the infrastructure capacity and scal-

4.

ability of the proposed system adequate for
the anticiPated future growth?
. Features and functionality questions
Does the system provide an intuitive' userfriendly, centralized control for all layers?

1.

Does the system intuitively leverage
these systems with a centralized dispatch

2.

system?

3.

Is the system

intuitive, simple to use'

Advertorial

zOll

in

the long term?
Does the system solution depend on a
single proprietary company or is it open

architecture?

tiple systems to create a layered MNS approu.h but have not adequately assessed the
entire landscape of how they will manage
their overall emergency communications'
The biggest problem created by using
multiple and layered systems has been the
complexity when delivering timely alerts'
To alleviate this problem and accelerate
notifications when seconds count, Code
to
Blue's authentic solutions can be tailored
above
give you a good answer to all of the
questions.
Moving Forward

Are there flexibility and redundant
control points and methods by which predetermined alerts can be disseminated?

Methodical, comprehensive research and
education on technologies, regulations'
existing systems, and supporting infrastructure will ensure that your systems will
perform and provide a scalable compre-

4.

Are the products self-monitoring for
faults or communication errors?

5.

6.

Does the system provide high voice

intelligibility through distributed amplifiers
and speakers?
. Compliance questions
tested and UL listed to

products to the propose dlJL 2572 ar,d

Wtnter

is the total cost of ownership

and easy to learn?

needs, but the Code Blue Managed Emer-

22

2. What

As manY systems have evolved over
time, organizations have purchased mul-

Life Safety Code requirements?

The following checklist of key questions
will be useful as you are planning your new
system or modifring an existing one' These
questions include those taken from NFPA,

life-safetY device inoPerable?

Can the system utilize multiple infrastructure tyPes to provide a highly avail-

3.

No single vendor will provide a total
solution for your campus communications

tomizable communications platform that
can be tailored to meet Your needs'

a

3.

1. Are the products

the systems integrator a powerful and cus-

Are the components 100 percent selfmonitoring, eliminating the risk of having

1.

Cartthe system provide a clear migration path from legacy analog to IP-based
platforms utilizing existing infrastructure?

2.

of the future of the MECS concePt'

gency Communications System provides

. OwnershiP questions

2.

Is there a plan to test these systems and

NFPA 2010 ChaPter 24 ECS standards
when adopted?

3.

Is the system authorized to be con-

nected to the Department of Homeland
Security IPAWS sYstem?

4. Will the proposed

systems be

compli-

ant when the regulations and standards are
adopted as anticiPated?

in Higher Education
ACUTA Journal of lniormation Communications Technology

h..trirr. MECS for your organization' Code
Blue can provide a MECS that provides
seamless integration with disparate systems'

centralizedcontrol, and a migration path to
support legacy systems while looking to the
future. Code Blue is dedicated to creating
a highly available, robust, and comprehensive managed emergency communications
system ensuring a strong partnership moving forward to support the ever-changing
needs

of Your organization'

for
Mick Doran is the product development manager
Code Blue Corporation. He has been in the lT/telecom and security industry lor over 20 years' Mick
can be reached at mdoran@codeblue'com'
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Penn State's Voice Services:
Roadmap to the Clouds
Jerry Krawczyk

Voice services and other forms of communica-

Pennsylvania State University

tion provided by universities and colleges to
their faculty, staff, and students are experiencing a significant evolutionary change in what
is being provided and how it is being
delivered.
Colleges and universities have traditionally

provided telephone services to the desk of
their faculty and staff, along with telephone
services to the residence halls for students.
However, given the advances in technology,
today's mobile user has vastly different needs
and expectations. These expectations may
best be summarized as the need or desire for
flexibility, mobility, and self-managemenr. One
only has to look at the commercial market
to see how the cellular service providers are
setting these expectations. The playing field
has changed

with the convergence of voice

and alternative communication services (text
messaging, instant messaging, e_mail, social
networking, etc.) onto a single mobile device
with enhanced upload and download speeds
connectivity (+G and LIE), powerful mobile

smart devices (iPhone, Android-based devices,

From a voice-service provider,s perspec_
tive, there has been a growth in the deploy_
ment of VoIP systems, unified communica_
tions applications, and SIp-based services. As
the technology continues to evolve and user
expectations grow, universities are faced with
the challenge of how to deliver more flexibility, mobility, and options to their customers

while still meeting the business, security, and
safety requirements of the university in a
cost-effective manner.
The following roadmap for pennsylvania
State University proposes how penn State
can position itself to adopt emerging voice
services in the cloud and leverage the op_
portunities from evolving communications

technologies and services. This roadmap
was created to facilitate discussion and an
exchange of ideas, not to create the expecta_

tion that it is set in concrete.
The Landscape Today

with any planning activity, it is important
to understand the current landscape (know_
As

Figure l. Penn State campuses

ing where you are) before laying out the
roadmap for the future (determining where
you want to be).
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Penn State serves approximately 95,000

full- and part-time students, as well as
approximately 33,000 full- and part_time

ft.unrwry na*

&**'

etc.), along with Internet-based voice services
and applications (e.g., Skype, Google Voice).

*

faculty and staff at 24 campus locations
(Figure 1) throughout the state. penn State,s
approach to the provisioning and delivery
voice services is diverse, with each campus

of

independently deciding how to provision voice services for its specific location.
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Students and Information
Tbchnology, 2010,1 over 60
percent of students are carry-

Figure 2. Penn State WAN
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ing Internet-caPable handheld
devices. AdditionallY, based on
a 2009 and 2010 Penn State
student survey, more than 9l
percent of students own a cellular phone and more than 61

cellular phone for work-related activities'
The other customer type is the functional/organizational customers: Penn State
academic and administrative dePartments'

percent have a smartPhone'2
Penn State's role in suPPorting
student voice and other com-

,

*r*

munication
Figure 3. Future Penn State WAN

needs is

through

negotiations with cellular
service providers for coverage
and preferred Plans, as well
as

-".*{

/fr#,XH*

building

a

robust camPus

infrastructure.

'

Business/educationalrequirements
The assessment of the educational and business requirements for Penn State led to the
identification of two different

!:aid- x'd

*{,"*,"

customer types, with distinctly different
requirements: Penn State faculty and staff

However, common to all campuses is the
mandate to provide for voice transport,

and functional customers.

voice systems, and end-user support'
As recommended bY the

Information

Technology Infrastructure Library version
3 (ITILv3), the educational and business requirements of a university are the

foundation of the "what and how" of voice
services. Based on the educational and
business needs of Penn State, a broad set

of

requirements shapes the current provisioning of voice services and will also shape
how voice services are delivered in the
future.

.

Student requirements

manage their own voice services' According to the ECAR Study of Undergraduate
wnter

zo|
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university, from education to research to
community outreach' The growing expectation by many Penn State faculty and staff
is to have flexibility, mobility, and options
when it comes to voice and communication
services. However, it is challenging to define
how the university will meet those exPectations while ensuring that the services are
developed around the educational and
business requirements of the university
since there is

For this discussion, the focus is not on the
delivery of voice services to students. As a
transient group, students are on camPus
for a limited time, and they self-select/self-

24

The facultY and staff at Penn State
support the overall role and mission of the

blurring between the business

use and personal needs for voice services'
A fall 2010 Penn State Faculty Advisory

Council for Academic Computing survey of
staff revealed that approximately 37 'l percent of faculty and staff used their personal

Technotogy in Higher Education

The educational and business requirements
for an academic or administrative department differ from those of an individual'
One key differentiator is that the callers
aren't usually looking for a specific individual; they want to speak with someone who
is equipped to address their issue' Examples

include the network operations center' the
admissions office, student health services'
and the college of engineering'

.

Security/health and safetY

In addition to educational and businessdriven requirements, there are a number
of university security and health and safety
policies and requirements. For example' the
university is required to comply with local'
state, and federal laws, including e-discovery requests, and to ensure that voice sys-

tems comply with IT security policies and
best practices. The caller also must have the
ability to contact public health and safety
services (such as the countyPSAP or university police) with the system providing
the l0-digit telephone number from where
the call was placed in order to dispatch a
first responder to the correct location' Also
to be considered are special-use applications such as elevator phones, emergency
phones, and alarm circuits'
The Destination

In simple terms, the proposed destination
for voice services at Penn State is a hosted
cloud-service provider with delivery of
services through the Penn State WAN to all
campus locations. Through the cloud-service provider, common and unique user or
departmental requirements should be met
and all security'risk and health and safety

requirements satisfied. In addition, the
university's faculty, staff, and departments

will have the flexibility, mobility, and op_
tions they are seeking, both in compliance
with university policy and in a cost_effec_
tive manner.
Roadmap

Following is a roadmap of how penn State
can define the requirements and lever_
evolution in voice transport, voice
systems, and end-user support.

more. This effort will provide the founda_

tion for any future procurement activities
such as the replacement or consolidation of
existing Penn State voice systems, contract_
ing for a vendor's cloud-service offering, or
a hybrid solution where voice services are
provided jointly by a vendor cloud_based
service and the university.

age the

.

.

port. Cttrrently there is no direct voice con_

the universityt educational and business
requirements is complex and challenging
but crucial to making effective decisions.
To address the documentation of university
voice requirements, the penn State Voice

high-bandwidth Ip network (Figure 2)
that carries data and video traffic between
campuses and the Internet (e.g., Commod_

Defining the requiremenrs. The task of
defining, documenting, and validating

The university landscape-voice trans_

nectivity between the penn State campuses.
However, Penn State does have a state-wide,

ity Internet, Internet2, and the National
Lambda Rail) through demarcation points
in Pittsburgh and philadelphia.
One limitation with the current
architecture to carry voice traffc is that it
is based on a hub-and-spoke framework
with a single connection to most campuses.
Today's architecture does not offer the re_
siliency and redundancy needed to support
the transport ofvoice trafEc. Fortunately, as
the result of an independent project within
Penn State to improve the resiliency of the
university's WAN, opportunities to move
voice traffic onto this network will emerge.

AdvocaryWorking Group (VAWG) was
formed. The VAWG is composed of a cross
section of the university with staff from:

miSecure

1. The central IT organization: Information
Technology Services

Messasery

2. The Risk Management/privacy Office
3. Six campus locations (Altoona, BehrendErie, Harrisburg, Hazelton, Mont Alto, and

Pag e r Re p I ace m

e nt o n d Two -Way
Messaging Smartphone Appl

York)
Administrative, academic, and research
units at the main University park campus
(Outreach, the Applied Research Lab, University Health Services, and the College of
4.

Information Science Technology)
The current objective of the VAWG is
to "provide flexibility and options in the

provisioning ofvoice services to university units and campuses which meet the
university's requirements and educational
needs

in

a cost-effective manner.,,

The initial effort of theVAWG is to
document the university's business and
functional requirements and validate
them. As part of the requirements-gathering effort, VAWG participants will act as
ambassadors by discussing and socializing
the requirements with the other campuses,
academic units, administrative units, and

Send messages:
. From Operators and
Web Directories
. Device to Device
. E-mailto Device
. Device to E-mail

7/
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Currently there is a three-year plan to
build out the Penn State WAN so that each
campus will have dual, high-bandwidth
IP connectivity (FiSure 3) with points of

carrier hotel in Philadelphia
(Switch and Data) and Pittsburgh (the
Allegheny Center Mall). Once completed,
the Penn State WAN will have the desired
resiliency to carry voice traff,c by having

presence

in

a

dual connection points at each campus and
dual lnternet connection Points.
A second initiative, also under way, is to
procure services from an Internet telephony service provider (ITSP). The objective
of this initiative is to provide IP-based
transport of voice traffic off of the Penn
State WAN through the two points of presence in Pittsburgh and Philadeiphia. Since
both of these locations are in carrier hotels
Iocated in major metropolitan areas, it is

anticipated that a competitive procurement
will generate savings and cost avoidance to
the university. It is envisioned that an ITSP

will transport all inbound and outbound IP
voice traffic to the University Park campus
and, through a Phased approach, to other
on-network campuses. In other words, this

wiil move the transport of voice trafhc into
the cloud.

.

Voice systems.

The roadmap for the

future of Penn State's voice systems is Iess

Back to the Future
Carmine Piscopo
Providence College

Today I interact with the data networking
and server people almost on a daily basis
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clear. That future

will

be heavily deter-

mined by the university's educational and
business requirements. The many possible
options include ( 1) not changing the current architecture of one voice system per
campus, (2) a geographic consolidation
of voice systems, (3) the consolidation of

multiple voice systems into

a single voice

system, and (4) ultimately outsourcing the
services provided by a voice system to an
ITSP.

End-user support. This last aspect of
the voice services roadmap, end-user
support, is less ambiguous than for the
voice systems, but still not as clear as the

'

roadmap for voice transport' End-user
support, which will become a key factor in
the evolution of voice services, wiil best be
provided locally for locally administered
setvices and centrally for centrally administered features and services. Since voice
services are IT based and dependent, some
campus) academic, and administrative units
may need to train/retrain staff to strengthen their IT competency and knowledge'
Conclusion

Much work remains in order for Penn State
to prepare for and manage the delivery of
the next generation of voice services' Many
opportunities will be provided through

the commerciai marketplace, which will be
setting the expectations from the end-user

community to provide mobility, flexibility, and self-managed options' Penn State
is now assessing and laying out this plan'
In the short-term, the build-out of Penn
State's WAN will afford increased opportunities to collaborate and possibly consolidate voice systems throughout the state'

Ultimately, if the commerciai marketplace
offers services that meet the university's
requirements, Penn State may not be running any voice systems but receiving voice
services meeting both university common requirements and customer unique
requirements through the cloud'
Jerry Krawczyk is director of telecommunications at
Pennsylvania State University. Reach him at gak13@
psu.edu.
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where five years ago that might have been
once a week.
I have become more involved with cellular and wireless technologies than with

traditional wired technologies. I firmly
believe that in the next five years we will be
delivering services to the end user's "device
of choice," whether it be college owned or
personally owned instead of the traditional
desk telephone.
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Voice messaging services used to be the

medium of official college communication, but that has now been replaced by
electronic mail and text messaging. The
interesting thing about it is that we now
get more information to forget or outright
ignore due to information overflow.
The economic climate has had an effect
on capital budgets. I find myself having to
justify basic technology needs in addition
to wants.

Where Are We Now. . .Where Are We Going?
Mark S. Reynolds
University of New Mexico

Almost every day of every month of every
year we are challenged to predict the future
of voice communications. Other questions
are regularly posed, such as, why do we
need the "same old" voice services and their
associated cost model? When is everything
going to be wireless? Why can't I just use my

confuses us: LIE, Ipv6, VpN, VLAN, NAI,
VoIR 802.1 lx, standard SIR extended SIp,
and proprietary SIP, just to name a few. All
these apply when deploying and supporting
a voice solution. Are we unclear, bewil_
dered, perplexed, confused? Have we lost

our direction?

cell phone? Why don't you provide a more

robust, cost-effective bundled package like I

Change Keeps Happening

get at home? Many

The world according to telecommunications is different in 2011 from what it was
in 1996 (remember deregulation?), and

of us have spent count_

hours attending dozens ofwebinars and
conferences and browsing social media as we
less

evaluate, debate, and embrace the plethora
of ideas that our peers provide for us to consider as the future of voice communications.
As a baby boomer, I have witnessed most
of the changes in our industry, transitioning
from an acoustic modem with couplers at
the amazing speed of 75 baud to reliable
RS-232 hardwired connections and all the
way up to today's WAN, LAN, and the new

even different

from IT have

from 2010. Our partners
a new set

of challenges,
refresh, and overhead. Many people may
have seen
sure what

it coming but were not exactly
"it" was and how to plan accord-

ingly. Today's long-distance rates are next
to nothing. Dorm phones are out, smart
devices are in. Departments are embracing

social devices such as Skype, magic jack, or

social media craze.

smartjack technology or off-premises host-

"Dial tone" has been the tried-and-true
standby. From before my years in telecommunications with Watson to today's soft

including Google Voice,
IP Centrex, and cellular with dual-mode
technology. Where does the university-

phone, we have always had dial tone to

prompt us to continue connecting our call,
even if it is a placebo. New forms of communicating will prompt us in other ways,
eliminating the"btzz" of dial tone. Are we
ready for these changes?

With social media, just-in-time information, and less face-to-face communication
already a part of our culture, exploring the
future of voice communications is a valuable
and important exercise. How important is
it to have voice in our conversations for the
future? Or is it, to some extent, blended with
the social experience? The growing number
of acronyms in our working vocabulary

ed SIP solutions

provided solution fit in? At the University of New Mexico (UNM), our revenue
stream is collapsing quickly from many
angles. We have experienced a2 to 4
percent reduction in services each month.

This doesn't seem like a large number, but
when you lose $30,000 to $40,000 a year,
you must either outsource or find another
resource, a less-expensive, better-bundled
package, to hold on to your customers.
To offset this we are embracing the new
IP technologies with SIP-based solutions
(PBX hybrids, IP-hosted solutions, or

eventually cloud based). If an outsourced
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TodaY's Challenges
Will this list of some of today's challenges
be current in five years? No, we'll have a
whole new list.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Number portabilitY

proposal? As we continue to converge
into a holistic approach to IP deliveries,
when does it make sense to change the

Dial plans

business model?

Pickup grouPs

Hunting grouPs for rollover
Conferencing

ADA compliance

as

in TTYs

TDDs
Line appearances within grouPs

Different class of services for different
business needs

.
.
.
.
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Overhead required to provide voice is
reaching the point of a poor ROI when
you are resPonsible for the LAN, WAN,
network security, infrastructure, physical
security, apPlications, and more' Outsourcing all or part of your services then
becomes more attractive. Outsourcing
data, voice, and customer service starts to
look enticing when you can take time to
look at the business model from an end

worrying

91 1 services

user's perspective and eliminate

IVR (interactive voice response) services

about the bottom line.

Ring-down devices

The new set of challenges for voice
delivery on the network is far reaching:
virus protection (didn't have to worry
about this on a "good old PBX"), patches,

Tiunk connections to the carriers
(SIP or

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

provider were to offer customers a solution that provides business continuity
plus new products, plus refreshes the
voice servers versus you providing for
yourself, would you take advantage of this

TDM)

Presence

Federation
Find me-follow me
Integration within these applications
Voice to text
Text to voice

Single-number reach
Contact lists
Mobile to desktop
Desktop to mobile
Cellular to Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi to cellular

Netbook
Smartphone
Apple devices
Google applications

BlackBerry options with/without RIM
Fixed mobile convergence

w,n,.,20,,

maintenance windows for uPdates,
repeatable outages, and integration needs
for LDAR active directory, messaging,
calendaring, backups, multiple servers,
loadbalancers, and so on. Also the engineering, technical talent, and new blended

required to maintain such
systems can't be ignored. The traditional
service and operational model is daunting

skill

sets

under the new parameters.
Healthcare and customer service are
two areas that are directly affected by
these changes. Systems such as HIPPA
for healthcare and FERPA for universities
bring new complexity. Whether the device
is a soft phone, a wireless PDA, a lanyard
that is voice activated, or a hard phone,

voicemail forwarding of messages, encryption versus oPen text, long-distance
fraud, hostile environments, and quick recovery of services due to life-safety issues
make failure an unacceptable possibility.

ActlTAJournalollnformaiionCommunicalionsTechnologyinHlgherEducation

Out with the Old, ln with the New

Another complexity for the future is how
quickly we can transition our security systems (emergency phones, fire-alarm panels'
burglar-alarm panels, intercom systems,
paging systems, dictation) so we can rely
on analog technology and the copper
infrastructure.
As for infrastructure, the future is bleak

less

for copper, which is good because of its
increasing cost. The practice today is less
multimode fiber being installed, except for

inner building, and single-mode fiber being
the norm with minimal copper installation for security devices. The reduction
of conduit and pathways then becomes a
viable design, putting more emphasis on
redundancy.
As the network continues to be the
backbone for all applications, sharing these

protocols adds more complexity to the
delivery and expectation, which may or
may not be in your control. Internal versus
external network connections, quality of
service, virtual LANs, encrl'ption, denial of
service, power outages

for end devices, and

power outages for routers and switches are
all pathways that one would expect to be in
place, although it may not cover end device
to backend server.
How do you keeP Your frontline customer support staff trained and versed on
these ever-changing products and applications? As we continue to morph into diverse methods of delivering voice, we know
that the frontline agents may or may not be
in step to supPort our business or our customers' needs effi ciently. Understanding the
smartphone, tablets, and other applications
increases awareness and gives the customer
support staff a head start on the direction
of voice in our communities.
lP-Based Voice

The savior for voice moving to an IP-based
technology is that the cellular industry and
its inability to Penetrate all or anl'where set

the baseline for poor to medium service;

but

technology has changed, we are delivering reliable voice service along with the
as

data service applications and features, and
a new baseline of business continuity has
been established. Our users have come tc,
expect better than five nines reliability; they
are so reliant on the network and the abiJity

to connect to anlthing from anywhere that
any outage is considered a failure.
Additionally, our users have come to
expect better than five nines reliabilitli they
are so reliant on the network and the ability
to connect to anlthing from anl,where that
any outage is considered a failure.

environment and yet never make a phone
call or have a face-to-face conversation.
The challenges faced with mobility
include cellular coverage, penetration, DAS
(distributed antenna systems), dual mode

Back to the Future
Diane McNamara
Union College

using guest Wi-Fi network, 911 triangulation, and running multiple applications

while your battery life quickly fails-then
running to the nearest charging station to
feed the hungry device. Voice may be the
least used of these applications, but as long
as there is

9l l, we will still need to talk.

Looking Ahead
Few of us who have grown up using various

Five years ago I was

not

managing 200 corporate

mobile devices. I was

not involved in emergenry notification policies, systems, and protocols. I
wasn't doing VoIP pilots. I was still doing
student billing for long-distance calls and
giving them voicemail services. And I

think I actually was able to leave work at

with little or no impact on the performanLce
of the individual. Smarter knowledge

communications devices would ever have
thought e-mail would replace face-to-face
conversations. For the past few years, e-mail
has been welcomed as a way

during the year, too.

workers recognize that they are no longer

with

In reality, in many organizations

toda,g,

the desk phone could be easily removed

using their desk phones and will remove
them, eliminating any costs associated wir[h
operating and maintaining them.

of doing more

less, although today many people
consider it outdated.

Bridging the gap berween the way baby
boomers prefer to communicate and what
the younger generation expects or prefers

a reasonable

hour and take my vacation

Now, I'm in charge of the network
andtelecom, so I'm having to take a
crash course in networking, and learn
the lingo and the players. I work on
projects such as outsourcing resnet,
building network redundancy, planning
strategically for upgrading networks and
servers, implementing unified messaging and desktop videoconferencing, and

Because of the complexity of IP-based
voice delivery the reliance on voice profes;sionals conlinues to be a requirement.

will continue to be a challenge.

Understanding the delivery and support
of ACD (automatic call distribution), auto

ever-changing ways that people communicate and continue to meet business require-

attendants, voicemail services, and e-fax are
just a few examples. E-anything delivery

ments for security and privacy.

seeking ways

phone system today. Emergency services are

The best part of being a voice professional is that we have bent, molded,
changed, and morphed with these changes

still more reliably served with analog.

in the way our customers want to commu-

outsourcing or other ways. I also provide
A+ help-desk support for all the new
technologies with the same number of
people and pretty much try to get it all

still needs

a

It should

connection to a standard tele-

be noted that IP-based voice

solutions are not, in most cases, an exact
replacement for the existing voice PBX
system, and there will be an outreach eithr:r
to make this more like the PBX environment
or to let the technology solution change hovr
the customers work in their environments.

The migration to an IP environment
has amplified what the term

"unified

communications" can deliver for a more
technologically robust and diverse audience. We can now tweet, text, IM, chat, tag,
FaceTime, Facebook, follow, be followed,
have a video call, or federate in a mobile

We must

be able to provide services that reflect the

nicate and the technologies used to support
them. We continue to make our business
decisions and adjust our business cases to
provide more robust delivery of bundled
packages to meet our customers'demands.
Voice is alive and well, and in the
days and years ahead, we will continue

to change, just as we always have. We will
embrace our new roles and directions
for the multitude of vertical markets we
represent. Whether this is a hosted solution
or on-premises solution, carrier-provided
or cloud-based, we will be a part of this.
I for one am ecstatic about being in the

to reduce costs through

done on deadline.

throes of these challenges and bringing my
knowledge to the fearless Y and. Z genera-

tions who expect immediate, just-in-time
information transfer with little or no voice
component.
We accept the challenge.
Mark Reynolds is associate director of lT (voice,
security) at the University ol New Mexico. Reach
Mark at reynolds@unm.edu.
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Preparing for the Future as an ICT Professional

Dave Wirth

When the economy tanked in 2008, the impact
on higher education was swift and sure. Budgets
were cut, and the high unemployment rate in the

such as the telecommunications department
and the data processing area. At one time, these
groups were autonomous and viable, both from

country included even many information communications technology (ICT) pros. Positions
were consolidated or eliminated with the advent
of new technologies that have changed how communication technologies are delivered. It is no

a

surprise that many in voice communications are
quietly wondering what they should do to avoid

becoming a member of the unemployed.
How Did We Get Here?
Changes

in recent years provide insight into the

challenging job market. Universities are asking
more of their IT staff: In some cases, workloads
have been increasing by 20 percent or more annually, according to research from International
Data Corporation. But funding has not matched
such ambitious initiatives. IT departments were

plodding along with flat growth in 2008 when
the banking crisis hit. In early 2009, budgets were
siashed, and Gartner reported that IT spending
fell more than 6 percent that Year.

institutions sliced budgets, staff
took a hit. Salary increases
for IT professionals dropped from 3.9 Percent
in 2008 to 0 percent in 2010, according to the
As academic

was one area that

College and University Professional Association
for Human Resources. To curb costs, colleges
replaced permanent positions with temporary
employees in some cases, and in other instances,
they eliminated certain positions altogether. Not

pretty picture for ICT professionals, who now
need to proactively make themselves attractive to
their current-and possibly future-employers.
a

Voice communications has been hit very hard.
The development of new technologies has resulted in mergers of once disparate departments,
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technological and a business Perspective' But
recently these groups have evolved so their functions, services, and customers have become quite
similar. They often have installation functions,
a repair unit, a trouble or help desk, purchasing
and billing functions, and possibly application
development. As the differences between the
technologies used by the different groups began

to overlap, universities started combining them
to save resources and give the customer a single
point of contact. The end result is a reduction in
staff positions.
The nature of business communication has
unified messaging

also changed. The advent of

blurred the differences between once autonomous voice-mail and e-mail functions. Unified
communications combined these services with
others like instant messaging, and the onslaught
of mobile devices and soft phones further accelerated the overlap and consolidation occurring
among various communications channels.
The dramatic rise of wireless communications also had an impact on career opportunities. At one time, almost every household had at

from the local operating
company. Today, many are abandoning their
landlines in favor of mobile devices. Landline

least one telephone line

use has been dropping at a rate of approximately

In fact, In-Stat found that
in 2008 the number of cell phones passed the
number of landlines. The proliferation of mobile devices has had a profound impact on the
number of students using campus residence hall
20 percent per year.

telephone services. Few students now use those
services, so what was once a solid source of IT
revenue has dried up. In response, the number

of colleges and universities that provide
telephone service to their dormitories has
dropped precipitously in the last few years,
further constraining tight budgets.
The end result is that telephone systems
purchased today are more likely to be VoIp
based than

traditional pBX systems. In

the past, the typical telecommunications

worker did not have to know much about
data networks but was well versed in areas
like POTS, ISDN, trunks, DSL, and feature
interactions. Now the technology has
changed to VoIP. The new telecommunications model requires knowledge of data
networks, servers, quality ofservice (eoS),
and edge devices that were once the sole
domain of the data technologist. As a result,
many voice communications workers have
outdated skill sets. New applications and
technologies come with a significant learning curve, and veteran voice communication professionals often find themselves
lacking the necessary skills and knowledge.

IP networking functions, DNS, DHCR ARR
and MAC address. You should also have an
idea of the way hubs, routers, and switches

to mobility, you also need to understand
how wireless technology, both LANs as well
as cellular services, operates. Terms like WiFi, 3G, 4G, hotspot, 8\2.tl,and WiMAX
and knowledge about smartphones and

often mentioned are social media, cloud
computing, Net 2.0, Web development,
unified messaging, network administration,
system integration, cybersecurity, gaming,
mobile apps, healthcare, and novel ideas
on how to apply the technology to enhance
business performance. Software knowledge
of Ruby on Rails, HTML5, CSS, Flash, |ava,
C#, PHR mobile apps, multiple platforms,
MySQL, and SAS are all popular listings.

tablets can also come in handy.

.

work

as

well as understand firewalls and

session border controllers.

With the move

Looking at the listings for technology
management positions, the skills most
often desired include project management
and business analyst, business intelligence,
data mining, change management, and

application development, especially for
mobile devices. The technologies most

Soft skills. Recently, IT support has
been shifting from a technical to more of a
business focus. The department is spend-

ing Iess time figuring out how to set up a
router port and more on how to leverage
technology for competitive advantage.
Increasingly, colleges expect information

Solutions, Security, Mobility.
What matters to you is our expertise.

Hard Skills, Soft Skitts
So how do today's technology workers
ensure they will remain attractive and em-

ployable in the future? What are employers looking for in an IT professional? The

attributes needed by new or current IT
workers fall within two main categories:
hard skills and soft skills.

.

Hard Skills. What is hot in IT right
now? What tech skills do you need to
acquire right now to be prepared to tackle
the latest technologies and those looming
in the near future? Voice professionals need

to have an understanding of data networking and basic concepts. At a minimum,
you should understand the opcn.systems
interconnection (OSI) model, which defines the different layers in a communipations system. You also need to understand
different communications protocols such
as TCP and UDP, how network addressing works, and how SIP and VoIP function. You should tre familiar with common
acronyms and have some understanding of

Contact Carousel today to learn more
about how we've helped other colleges and
universities with their technology needs.

BQetgt{qg!
cail 800.620.23A5

.

Or visit us at www.carouselindustries.com/ACuTA

Hands-on Training Providers
In business since 1986, Global Knowledge
offers training courses via training centers,
private facilities, and the Internet. The
company, which has 1,300 employees, has
developed more than 250 classes in topics
such as security, storage, VoIP, wireless, and
ITIL. The training extends to product lines

from vendors such as Cisco, Microsoft, Red
Hat, andVMware.
Learning Tiee International, in
business since 1974, develops hands-on
management and IT training courses. The
company delivers 245 standard and 700
custom IT, business skills, and management
courses that are taught by more than 625

instructors worldwide. The vendor oPerates
learning centers in many major cities, including Boston, Chicago, Dallas, NewYork,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Washington,
D.C. In addition, the training supplier
conducts classes on customers'sites. While

focusing on IT skills, Learning Tree also
has courses in communication, leadership,
time management, and writing. More than
2.1

million Learning

Tree course

partici-

pants from more than 65,000 organizations
across the globe have taken its courses-

Operating since 1982, New Horizons Computer Learning Centers is an
independent IT training comPany. It offers
courses online, mentored, and in traditional classroom settings. The training
courses range from basic application and

desktop productivity tools (i.e., Project,
Excel, PowerPoint) to complex business

information securiry ITIL,
Microsoft, Cisco, and Novell). In addition'
New Horizons Computer Learning Centers
offers various business classes: advanced
interpersonal communication, business
ethics, having tough talks, and leading a
systems (i.e.,

virtual team.

picture" view, problem identification,
community involvement, writing ability, and presentation skills. A third area
encomPasses your overall attitude toward
technology: having passion for the job,
entrepreneurship, eagerness to contribute,
genuine curiosity, and a willingness to
admit mistakes or weakness and solicit
peer feedback.
How to Acquire New Skills

Now that you have a huge list of things
you could know, how should you develop
these skills and demonstrate them to your
supervisor? The first question you may
ask is "How do I learn all the things I need
to know?" Today we have access to a virtual buffet of knowledge. Formal training
opportunities are available as either live

or online courses. In addition, vendors
offer training in their own latest product
or technology. Some schools offer classes
for employees at a discount or even for
free. Combining coursework with handson experience is the best way to acquire
any skill, and many companies specialize
in this type of education. A few training
options are listed in the sidebar on this
page. Your institution's HR or employee

technology departments to lead business
change. Merely being a support group is
no longer adequate. Knowing how to use
the capabilities of the IT department to
enhance other efforts through creative use
of technology, such as increasing marketing
programs or enhancing classroom capabilities, makes the professional an integral part
of the university leadership.
To make meaningful contributions,

people must understand the organization's
vision and how other groups contribute.
You want to be part of that effort and pick
up the skills and experiences that enhance

your ability to offer meaningful contributions. An advanced degree is not necessary,
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but if you have an opportunity-even
just to audit classes at your school-take
business courses in accounting, economics, marketing, finance, human resources'
or general administration. The new insight
will be a great help. Because there is not a
simple or quick way to acquire these soft
and business skills, sometimes they are the
traits that hiring managers covet the most.
Soft skills are not as easy to learn or
define as hard skills. For instance, some are
social in nature, such as communications,
collaboration, and people skills. Others
are more action based: problem solving,

team building, creativity, change management, business development, having a "big

Tmhnology in Higher Education

training department may have additional
suggestions.
There are also many informal ways to
get needed knowledge and training. Make
use of your personal and professional

network. Team up with someone who is
knowledgeable in the area you want to
learn more about; there is probably something you could teach in return. Form
small study groups that meet to delve into
a specific topic. Ask someone to come in
during lunch hour to make a presentation to your department or group. That
person can be from another institution, a
member of the faculty, or even a member
of someone's netlvork. Thke advantage of

webinars offered by professional groups
and associations such as ACUTA.

Do not forget to look at free classes on
the Internet. One such place is http://ww,w.
gcflearnfree.org. An offshoot of Goodwill
Industries of Eastern NC, Inc., GCFLearnFree.org developed 750 different lessons,
including courses on social media and
Google Docs, focused on technology, literacy, and math skills. Another is http://www.
intelligentedu.com. This site run by Scott
Turton offers courses in program design,
C++, fava, and Python.

in a different area for a short time. Gaining
insight and new skills will make you a better team member and build up your own
portfolio. Every community has not-forprofit organizations or new start-up companies that need technology services but
cannot afford them. Volunteering at one or
more of these is a good way to practice new
skills, help someone else, and expand your
resume at the same time. If the manager
or owner writes a letter when these tasks
are completed, you can claim the experience and have a document to back up

your

claim.

Today's voiatile work scene makes it imperative to stay up-to-date with emerging

Back to the Future

The challenge was on. We met with
the university architect, building designers,
infrastructure groups, management, data
group, and finance and presented our VoIP

fix-all scenario; but since we had yet to

see

the true va1ue, because the costs were a lot
higher than traditional telephony, and we

relied on more experts, we had to take a
step back. We decided it would be best to
do a proof of concept, ROI, and put this
"hybrid solution" to the test.

analog, and the new IP-based voice soluThe network was also changing to
faster speeds-100 Mbps to the desktop,

tion.

1

gig backbones-and we still had to learn
about DSCP values, quality of service, and

DHCP scopes for voice as well as VLAN
trunking, but we were determined that
VoIP was going to be the "fix-all" scenario.

it

is probably impossible to be fluent

in

every new technology or application that
arrives on the scene, we must all be aware

of the newer, more promising directions.
Subscribe to trade magazines and online
groups, attend conferences, and talk to
people in other industries. Constantly ask

yourselfhow you can apply a new technology to something in your organization.
Dave Wirth is an experienced telecom/lT profes-

Conclusion

You have many opportunities to gain
hands-on experience in the new technologies. Thlk to your supervisor about working

At the University of New Mexico in
2007 we were just moving to the "hybrid
btzzword" status. This included digital,

ones take their place. It is impor{ant to
be adaptable and learn new skills. While

Above a1l, never stop learning!

Preparing for the Jobs Most in Demand

Mark Reynolds
University of
New Mexico

technologies. The industry is constantly
changing: Old technologies fade and new

Fast forward now to 2011. We now
deployVolP as the standard, with digital
and analog as a one-off or secondary. Our
infrastructure to the buildings has flipped
from little copper to larger bundles of hber.
The network is 20 gig on the backbone with
1 gig to the desktop. QoS, DSCP values,
DHCP scopes, and VLAN trunking are
standards that "just" work. We now are
tweaking our installations to enable the
customer to pick up her phone, configure
it, and install it. This has already saved

sional and a longtime ACUTA member who is cur
rently looking lor new opportunities. Reach Dave at

wirth

dave

@

hotmail.com.
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us on the overhead Iabor costs. What has

changed is the customer service aspect,
which becomes more important as our tier
1 support. The challenge now is to transfer
the years of knowledge to this frontline
support and continue to find ways to automate our processes and troubleshooting
techniques.

With soft clients (soft PBXs) becoming
more commonplace, even our standard
PBX look and feel is going to change. The
onset of this technology will embrace the
social media we see already in many other
forms, as in Skype, Facebook, and Twitter.
We will continue to evolve to provide an
economical solution for the university but
allow a menu and options for staff, faculty,
students, and healthcare to choose from.

If you fast forward another five years,
what we deliver will be bundle-based with
fewer widgets and more customer-facing
applications.
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Videoconferencing Goes Mobile
Confluence of Factors Drives lnterest in Smaller Devices

Paul Korzeniowski

For years, academic institutions have

pam lain,

relied on videoconferencing systems to
enhance the classroom experience, conduct

research

distance-learning classes, and exchange

information among employees. "Our
videoconferencing systems have been in
place for more than a decade," noted Doyle
Friskney, chief technology officer at the
University of Kentucky (UK), which has
about 27,000 students and i3,000 faculty
and staff on its campus, which is spread out
in the Lexington, Kentucky, area.
Sold by vendors such as Cisco Systems,
FuzeBox, LifeSize, Polycom, Radvision,
Skype, andVidyo (see sidebar on page 36),

video conferencing systems traditionally
have been expensive and required specialized, turnkey hardware and software.
Recently, they have become less expensive
and more modular, running on commodity
hardware, laptops, and PCs. But the future
of these systems revolves around them
moving to smaller form factors. "Virtually
all videoconferencing vendors have been

Theater of the Absurd

Until recently, the idea of holding videoconferences on mobile devices seemed absurd.

The devices'small screen size and low
resolution made it difficult for users to see
information clearly. Also, entering data was
often a befuddling experience.
That viewpoint began to change with
the announcement of the Apple iPhone 4
in June 2010.'Apple did a very good job
developing a functional handheld videoconferencing system," noted Peter Brockmann,
president of market research firm Brock-

operate.

That's because increasingly, smartphones and tablets are replacing laptops
and PCs as the users'device of choice. This

is also

handheld videoconferencing may have on
their network infrastructure," noted Roo-

ACUTA Journal ol lnformation Communicalions

that they have the tools in place so they can
manage such connections effectively.

Davis, an analyst at Wainhouse Research.

However, "organizations need to be

I

managers need to make sure that this push
does not overwhelm their networks and

pushing to add support for handheld devices to their product lines," noted Andrew W.

aware of the potential negative impact that

winter zol

principal analyst with market

mann & Company. The device's resolution
(HD video quality), and the
design enabled users to enter information
via simple touches rather than complex data
entry. Also, Apple's FaceTime videoconferencing software was intuitive and easy to

transformation presents both opportunities and challenges to academic institutions.
The new features will enable them to communicate with staff, faculty, and students
more efficiently.
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The move to mobile videoconferencing

riding the growing wave of popularity with tablets, which was sparked by the
introduction of Apple's iPad in April 2010.
'About 15 percent of our users work with
tablets; they have been quite popular among
faculty members," said UK's Friskney. Such
numbers are expected to grow exponentially
in the near term. Frost & Sullivan estimates
that shipments of business tablets reached
600,000 units in 2010 and predicts that the
number will grow to 49.1 million in 2015.

These devices mesh well

with video con-

ferencing because they have a iarger screen
size than cell phones-typically seven
inches compared to four inches found with
smartphones.
Bandwidth Constraints Limit Adoption

Tiaditionally, a lack of available bandwidth
discouraged interest in mobile videoconferencing. Video communications are bandwidth intensive, a challenge that has grown
more significant with the recent movement
to HD transmissions. A few years ago, a
72}plxel HD video connection required as
much as 5 Mbps of bandwidth, so having a
number of videoconferencing users online
could create network bottlenecks.
A number of recent improvements have
that burden. Vendors have enhanced
the algorithms (basically software that condenses the video before it moves from place
to place), so video transmissions require
less bandwidth, typically about I Mbps to
2 Mbps. Also broadband penetration continues to rise, so increasingly, users work
with connections that offer at least 1 Mbps
of bandwidth.
eased

Also, handheld devices have become
more network ready. For instance, the
iPhone features integrated Wi-Fi network-

ing functions, so any two iPhone users
can hold a virtual face-to-face discussion.
The phone also includes a forward-facing
camera. Holding videoconferences over

Wi-Fi links has some advantages compared
to cellular connections. The Wi-Fi option
offers hundreds of Mbps compared to the

single-digit Mbps available with cellular
links. Also with Wi-Fi, users do not eat into
an academic institution's cellular monthly
minutes. The end result is that videoconferencing transmissions no longer wreak
havoc on academic networks.

"I feel confident that our network will
be able to support high growth in videoconferencing," noted Friskney.
Enhance the Classroom Experience

The influx of these handheld devices
opens up new opportunities to academic
institutions. As schools adopt more online
courses, they can enrich the courseware
with videoconferencing, file sharing, whiteboards, and chat functions. In addition,
distance-learning instructors can alternate
between fi xed lecture-style presentations
where they are the only presence on the
screen to sessions linking multiple remote
sites. For instance, experts can collaborate

with cohorts: A marine biologist in London
would be able to present information with
a colleague at the University of Hawaii
and outline the impact of shark attacks on
submarine cables.

In addition, students, who typically are
quite tech savry, can hold virtual teacher
conferences rather than rely on e-mail
exchanges. "Videoconferencing has become
a desirable communication medium
because seeing participants'face-to-face'
reduces miscommunication," noted Frost &
Sullivan's Iain.

While gaining interest, the emerging
mobile solutions still have some blemishes.
Thblets and cell phones are not ideal form
factors for complex interactions. While they

for a one-on-one or a one-tomany communication, they can run out of
real estate when a number of individuals
take part in a conference. The same limitation holds true when add-on items, such as
PowerPoint slides, are part of an exchange.
AJso during a videoconferencing session,
attendees will have to man the device's
camera while watching the conference, a
feat that may test their manual dexterity.
are suited

,

Back to the Future
daily wanting to convert over, and we can
hardly keep up.

Jana McDonald
Texas A&M Univerrsity

When I started at Texas
A&M University in the Fall
of '07, VoIP was just a word
that was beginning to be uttered. We were
a campus that was almost completely Centrex, with an Option 61 that served three
off-campus buildings. Fast forward a year,
we had put out an RFP forVoIP and began
our first installation in March '09, with
a focus on all new buildings and major
remodels being VoIP.
Today we have well over 2,000 users on
VoIP and are speeding ahead faster than we
can keep up with. It is no longer just new

buildings-departments are coming to

us

WiMax, P25 Radios, and IPTV were words
that we had heard of, and now we either
have full implementations or are in the
process of going live with these services.
Pagers and regular cellphones are on the
way out; it is now all PDAs and iPads.
We have also seen a large decline in the

amount of 800# audio conferences that we
set up.
We seem to be moving toward a converged

voice and data network with our network-

ing counterparts, instead of the completely
separate networks that we operate today.
With the advance of technology, I see us
becoming more converged every day, especially with future VoIP implementations.
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Videoconferencing Options

academic institutions have more choices.

ence-video/realpresence-mobile/index.
html). The app connects up to 16 calls
simultaneously and allows users to Yiew
documents, such as PowerPoint Presentations and PDFs.

.

.

The need is clear: Users want videoconferencing functions on their mobile
devices. In response, vendors have been
adding various products to their lines, so
Cisco has focused on its Cuis, an Android tablet designed for business users.
Weighing slightly more than I pound, it
features a front-mounted 7 2Op camera
and a 5-megapixel rear-mounted camera, dual noise-cancelling microphones,

and a 7-inch super VGA display.

.

Google has been promoting Hangouts, a live video chat service. Users
broadcast their Hangouts and turn their
chat sessions into a live stream that can
be watched by participants. Hangouts
require a minimum of about 900 kbps of
bandwidth on the upload side and trvice
that amount on the download side. As a
result, 3G users may be out in the cold
if they try to initiate a session on their
mobile phones, but 4G and Wi-Fi users

should have sufficient bandwidth.

.

FuzeBox's Fuze Meeting is a multiparty HD videoconferencing service that
works with Apple's iPad and Android
Honeycomb tablets (https: I I fuzebox.
com/fuzemeeting/). The system supports up to 10 participants and pictures

with720p resolution.

. LifeSize, a division ofLogitech, offers
the ClearSea line of enterprise mobile
videoconferencing systems (www.lifesize. com/Products/Infrastructure/CIearSea.aspx.

It supports Apple's iPhone and

Android-based mobile devices from
Dell, Google, HTC, Motorola, and Samsung Electronics. The product stemmed
from Logitech's acquisition of Mirial.

.

Polycom's RealPresence Mobile runs
on the iPad 2 and Android tablets (www.

polycom.com/products/hd_telepres -
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Radvision enables companies to tie
Apple iPads and Android tablets into
their videoconferencing solutions. (http://
blo g. radvision. com/videooverenterprise/20 1 1 / I 0/03/scopia-mobile-v3-mobile-videoconferencing-at-its-best/). The
SCOPIA Mobile V3's click-to-participate
capabilities allow users to join videoconferences supporting tlvo-way video
and exchange information with up to 28
participants simultaneously. The video application supports data collaboration with
review capabilities, conference call control,
and user administration. Radvision's data/
collaboration slider feature allows users to
review previously shared materials without
interrupting the presenter.

.

Skype for the iPhone supports a variety
of communications functions. Users
can make video calls to people on their
computers as well as other iPhones, place
free audio calls to anyone else on Skype,
and connect to other landlines and mobile
systems.

.

VidyotVidyoMobile works on iPads

and iPhones as well as Android systems
(www.vidyo. com/products/vidyomobile/ ).
The mobile application allows Vidyo's
enterprise customers to connect mobile
workers to company videoconferences. The

product is designed to interoperability with
H.323 and SIP end points.
Mobile videoconferencing solutions
have been packaged in a variety of ways,
from simple, consumer-oriented solutions
to enterprise-class systems. Consequently,
academic institutions should be able to find
one that meets their requirements.

lnformalion Communications Technoloqy ln Higher Educat on

Network Complications
The handheld devices also create novel

networking challenges. Unlike LAN-based
enterprise videoconferencing services,
mobile connectivity adds several degrees of
complexity. Users tap into the service from
a variety of locations, and unlike static
video end points, the handheld device is
constantly moving. Dual-mode devices, like
the iPad, automatically switch between a
Wi-Fi and a cellular network, so bandwidth
and signal strength can vary dramatically
from second to second. If it drops or there
is a

blip (which is quite possible), transmis-

sions become garbled. Consequently,

it

takes sophisticated management software

to account for all of those scenarios in real
time, and the evolution of such features is
now in an early stage and, therefore, imperfect at times.

Interoperability has been an ongoing issue in the videoconferencing arena.
Unlike other market sectors, this area has
lacked comprehensive standards. Theoretically, customers should be able to mix and
match their videoconferencing end points,
but often the level of interoperability varies
greatly. Consequently, academic institutions
may find it diflicult to bring the mobile

into their existing videoconferencing solutions. In most cases, the systems
work best when one vendor supplies all
of the equipment, avoiding compatibility
problems.
systems

For academic institutions, security is an

omnipresent concern. Security functions
available with handhelds are not as well developed and comprehensive as those found
with other computer systems. In fact, the

first security hole was discovered in summer 2006 when hackers developed a trojan
horse for Research in Motion BlackBerry
handsets. "With mobile devices becoming
more popular, hackers have identified them

as

potential targets," explained Wainhouse

Research's Davis.

Oops, Google's Big Mistake
There have been several high-prolile

security breaches. In spring 201 1, Google
announced that it had removed about 50
malware-infected applications from its Android Market and activated an Android application kill switch that would remove the
malicious apps remotely from user devices
if they had already been downloaded. The
episode highlighted the potential downsides evident

with Google's open approach

to publishing third-party applications.
The company allows anyone to put an
appiication on the market and only takes
one down after a third-party documents a
problem.
In April 20 1 1, Skype, one of the most
popular mobile videoconferencing applications, fell victim to hackers. A coding vul-

nerability in its Google Android application
let intruders steal key information, such as
users'e-mail addresses, contact lists, and
chat logs, from their smartphones. Skype
left personal contact fiies with improper
permissions, allowing anyone or any app
to read them; a later release of its software
fixed the problem.

Mobility also raises new concerns. "Employees may hold their videoconferenc-

ing sessions in public spaces and possibly
breach confi dential information," noted
Davis. Facing FERPA statutes, faculty and
staff need to be careful about what personal
information they transmit about students
during their video conferences.
Recently, mobile videoconferencing has

moved closer to mainstream adoption. This

technology still faces some hurdles but the
challenges (better management functions,
development of robust security functions)

often are associated with emerging technologies and expected to be addressed.
Videoconferencing has always been a
challenge to do well. Current systems and
technologies are expensive, they're band-

width hogs, they're fixed in place, and they
entail good management and training in
their use (including how the participants
must behave and act) to get maximum ben-

efit from the experience. Newer and future
technologies solve many of these problems,
but introduce new issues. Videoconferencing is still a kind of borderline application
on campus; it can be great and very useful
but when not planned and carried out
properly, it can be an expensive waste of
time and generator of confusion.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer specializing
in communication technology issues. He is based
in Sudbury, Massachusetts, and can be reached al
paulkorzen @aol.com.
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Back to the Future
Jeanne Jansenius
Sewanee, The
University of the South

university...we are currently looking at interfacing the Wi-Fi network and the cellular
network linking back to our IP/PBX.
One of my favorite programs was

As

I think back to what I was doing five
I must chuckle at a statement

years ago

the |etsons and all the "out of this
world"devices that were normal in their
everyday lives. I remember George |etson
getting fired by his boss, Mr. Spacely, who

ACUTA conference: "Thanks to the poor coverage
that everyone accepts from the cellular
world, I will no longer have to worry
about quality of service." Little did I
know those words would come back to

was using a video phone. Technology

haunt me a few years later when we took
on the wireless network (Wi-Fi) for our

this has led the way we all are doing business. Mobile devices are now capable of

I made

as a presenter at an

more applications than a PC was capable
of ten years ago. Students are coming to
campus with iPods, iPads, tablets, Wiis, and
network gaming devices. ITS staff scrambles to support the technology that shows
up on campus after the Christmas holiday.
The university network is expected to sup-

port all media.
Social media such as Twitter, Facebook,

always changes the way we provide services.

Skype, Flicker, and YouTube are changing

than 10 years ago, cell phones were for
the rich or pretentlous and were carried in
bags with a battery the size of a brick.

the way we handle communications. The

Less

If you look at technology

as a Process,

big issue becomes bandwidth atd2417
help-desk support. "If you build it, they will
come." Mobility will be leading the way as
application devices such as PDAs become

common on our campuses.
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Continued from Page 40

more effective service and project management, all in an effort to transfer costs to
cover expenses where they are most needed.
ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue are
you, as the CIO, currently spending most of
your time addressing?
Lang: I spend a lot of my time addressing the needs of the various colleges and
administrative offices within the university.
I want to ensure that we are not missing
anything major and that we're keeping up
with our current projects as we seem to be
running more projects simultaneously all
the time.

Another area I spend a lot of time on
is staff resource planning. It's hard to get
additional staff, so we adjust responsibilities and eliminate or automate whatever
and wherever we can. Keeping current staff
trained on new technologies and moving
people around to cover growth is critical to
our ability to provide great service to the
campus users.

ACUTA: What is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy for
addressing this issue?

Lang: We often do pilot projects before
implementing a major new technology. For
instance, we were looking at desktop virtualization but now are focusing on develop-

and more) will be placed in a cloud-type

virtual lab where students can use
any device they want to access our services'
rather than replacing lab PCs with a virtual
machine and/or thin client. We're starting with virtualizing software for one lab
first and will build from there. I try to ask,
"'vVhat problem are we trying to solve?" so

mands.

ing

a

that we implement technology that solves
problems and/or meets needs. One strategy
is to leverage as much of our existing
technology while still addressing the future
needs of the campus.
ACUTA: Given that a key function of the
CIO's responsibility is preparing the campus to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you iook forward five to seven

Lang: As IT departments continue to
implement new technology and provide
enhancements to current applications and

stagnating, we are dying; therefore, we must
continue to change because the alternative
is not good. I often refer to the hype cycie

services, we need

graph and talk about the "trough of disillusionment" as a reminder that change can
be tough but we can Push through it.

Kathleen MurPhY
University at Buffalo

And, probably, the most imPortant
element of readying the campus for change
is not technology

part of any major project, such as
an update to our ERP system. Since we are
not communication experts, we involve our
office of marketing and communication to
provide expertise in the development and
execution of the technology plan' The more
effectively we communicate, the better we
can lead the campus through future tech-

pian

2011

m[ib,

Verizon/Centrex

DID

PSTN

SIPMultipurpose Blue Light PhonesiCamera/Audio Broadcasts
VolP Sott Phones
Cellular DAS
VolP/Call Centers
VolP/Enhanced 91
VolP Paging
Course Begistration via Web
Network FAXWireless VolPUnified Communications.
lTlL Management
RAVE Message Notilication
1

but rather communica-

We always develop a communication

tion.

2006

Course Hegistration via Phone

ACUTA: How are you readying the campus
for these changes?

way we manage our infrastructure. More
and more services and technology (including data center operations, storage, DR,

from 2006? Here are some keY issues.

1-800 Service

five years may bring.

Lang: As I look forward five or seven years,
I think we will see a lot of changes to the

years?

How does 2011 at the University at Buffalo look different

Dial String

One of the other changes I see is the
whole device debate going away. We wili
have a variety of devices, probably many
more than we have todaY, and it won't
matter what device we have, we'Il be able to
access the data and services we need. We
have so many more options today than we
did just five years ago; think what the next

to continue to focus on
change management. Change is hard for
many people-students, faculty, and IT
staff. I often tell people that if we are not
changing, we are stagnating, and if we are

Back to the Future

Stand-alone Blue Light Phones
Student Housing Phone Lines
Verizon Pay Phones
Telephone billing

infrastructure, public or private. The cloud
is going to offer the ability to expand and
contract our services to meet peak de-

as

nology transformat ions.
Thanks to Kathy Lang for taking time to share her
insights and experiences with us Reach her at kathy'
lang

@

marquette.edu.
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Q & A with the CIO

ACUTA: Much of the technology we now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions
about your technology infrastructure have
been affected by this and how?
Lang: Consumer technology plays a critical
factor when making decisions regarding
our technology infrastructure. On average
students bring four wireless-type devices,
such as laptops, smartphones, iPads and

gaming devices, to campus. We need to
ensure that our infrastructure can support
the demand these devices place on it, making the increasing density a critical part of
the decision-making process. We can't just
replace network equipment; we also have
to enhance the environment.
ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions today are far more extensive users of technology than those of even five years ago. What
is the most challenging technical aspect this
presents for your campus?
Lang: There are a number of challenges

with regard to the pervasive use of technology. The most critical is whether or not

We've always tried to support students

with the technology they bring to campus.
Specifically, support services have changed

in two ways: first, increased assistance
required by the growing number of devices;
and, second, in our delivery systems. Many
students want to be able to text and use
online chats - not the traditional email,

phone or walk-up requests that we as a
support organization are used to providing.
Fortunately, we hire a number of student
employees who often use these consumer

Itt important for us to
mine information from them to ensure we
can meet the needs of our students.
devices themselves.

try to use as many channels as possible to get information out to the students

We also

- including social media like Twitter.
4. Since higher education seems to be perpetually in challenging budget times, what
is your most important financial issue?
How are you addressing it on your campus?

Our most important financial issue is the
cost of keeping up with demand. First,
there is often a capital expense followed by
maintenance and then replacement andlor

our infrastructure has the capacity for the
increased usage. Most students come from

upgrades and then further enhancements,

homes with wireless access and limited
users sharing that access. They do not understand the density issues that accommo-

etc. The cycle continues. Technology
provides the means to improve processes
and quality of the university as a whole;

date the sheer volume of wireless users on
the campus today. The demand for more

that costs money and we need to plan for it.
One of the ways we are addressing the issue
is by planning when we'll need upgrades,

access is going to be a continuing concern
for some time, especially with the volume
of traffic consisting of video transmission.

3.

In what ways has this affected how you

deliver support services?

what we can do to automate to reduce staff
time, what can we eliminate or what we
can push to the cloud, etc. Internally we
also implement process improvements and
continued on page 39
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ADVANCTD RESNIT STRV'CTS

AN OPT NL TTTR TO APOGEE
Rt MOVT-II\
we are nearing the end of move-in week for
our freshmen class and it couldnt hav€ gone
smoother.
Typically at this time of year' our network
and help desk teams are scurrying in and
out of dorms troubreshooting network
{onnectivity for our students' with Apogee
now in place, those calls for help have sirnply
stopped, allowing HSU perronnel to focus
on the multitude of other tasks necessary
to begin the acadernic year. Even better than
that, our students absolutely love the new
wireless {onnectivity and the ability to
ehoose the service plan that best meets their
needs,

while Apogee's cuslorner support has been
outstanding, lthink it

is important to note that move-in
week has been so successfur in
farge part because of the meticulous project
<)rganization that we have experienced from
the very start. Throughout the entire
process' Apogee made us feel comfortable
because it was clear they had walked
this road before and were on point. Fronr the
initial discovery' to the n€twork engineering,
to the instaflation. this project has run beautifully.
Each Apogee representative that
har been on our campus was respectful,
competent, and efficient. Move-in week has been
wonderful, but the foundation that was
laid throughout the precedlng five month
should not be ignored.

From top to bottom' you have an organization
<lf which you can be proud. we look
forward to rnany years of successful
partnership with Apogee"
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